
For durability, versatility and reliability when it counts, SENSIL® Toughtex 
yarn delivers — in activewear, outerwear, workwear apparel, denim, shoes, 
bags, socks, technical fabrics and military. Across a broad range of apparel 
applications, wearers will benefit from the lightweight durability of 
SENSIL® Toughtex. SENSIL® Toughtex brand yarns are designed for living 
and built to last, providing exceptional resistance to tears, scuffs
and abrasions.

Precise engineering makes SENSIL® Toughtex the fiber of choice for 
lightweight activewear to rugged skiwear. SENSIL® Toughtex yarns are 
a high-performance, super-durable material found in a wide variety of 
premium products. The combination of durability, high-performance 
aesthetics and comfort is what drives respected apparel brands and 
retailers to specify SENSIL® Toughtex. With yarns that can weigh 
as little as 100g/m², the SENSIL® Toughtex brand brings all of the 
benefits of exceptional strenght to weight ratio fabrics, less pilling and 
more durability.

DURABILITY AT ITS PEAK!
Abrasion-resistant SENSIL® Toughtex fiber combines performance with 
versatility - it performs as effortlessly in motorcycle apparel as it does 
in casual leisure clothing. For maximum durability and for toughness 
that lasts and lasts, there’s only one brand that can take it: the SENSIL® 
Toughtex brand.

TOTAL PRODUCT  SUSTAINABILITY 
This product is manufactured under the NILIT TPS 
criteria:

Activewear
Outerwear
Workwear
Military

High tear and abrasion resistance 
 
Exceptional strength to weight ratio 
 
Versatile styling options 
 
Reliable performance

Socks
Shoes 
Bags 
Technical fabrics

New cogeneration power plant
40% reduction of CO2
100% reduction of emissions of toxic gases
Zero waste management
Water conservation and purification 
systems

APPLICATION

FEATURES

SENSIL® Toughtex yarns have

more tear 
strength

more 
abrasion 
resistance

DURABLE NYLON 6.6 FIBERS
FOR ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE
IN EXTREME CONDITIONS

WHEN DURABILITY COUNTS, RELY ON SENSIL® TOUGHTEX 

KEY BENEFITS:  
   PROTECTION
    DURABILITY
    COMFORT
    RESISTANCE
    HIGHER TENACITY
    MORE SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
    AVAILABLE:
    - WATER SAVINGS: COLOR EMBEDDED
    - WASTE REDUCTION: PRE-CONSUMER    
       RECYCLED
    - REDUCED FOSSIL, LOWER CO2

       EMISSIONS

Fabrics incorporating SENSIL® Toughtex brand 
fibers offer:
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